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FOUNDING MOTIVATION

To advance transdisciplinary collaborations
between Earth, space, and health sciences to better 
safeguard humanity



GEOHEALTH IN CLIMATE & HEALTH

Examples of the GeoHealth approach

Initiatives in Climate-Health collaboration

Challenges

Opportunities



AIR QUALITY AND URBAN CLIMATE PLANNING

How can health impacts of air pollution 
inform climate actions?
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How can health impacts of air pollution 
inform climate actions?

Start with information needs: C40 Cities staff

Include local expertise

Engage atmospheric, remote sensing, 
epidemiology, and public health scientists

Collaborate to communicate outcomes
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Can climate services inform interventions?

Pathogen-specific EID studies have not included 
collection of environmental data, so health officials 
are unable to make climate-informed risk 
assessments

Combine tools for environmental analysis and an
understanding of climate variability with expertise 
in pathogen and host biology and public health

This allows us to understand and project risk, and
to inform interventions



URBAN HEAT ISLAND MANAGEMENT

How can we maximize equity of benefits when 
mitigating the urban heat island?



URBAN HEAT ISLAND MANAGEMENT

How can we maximize equity of benefits when 
mitigating the urban heat island?

The UHI varies in space and time, and it responds 
nonlinearly to different mitigation efforts

High resolution heat mapping and simulation can 
be paired with health and social data to produce 
dynamic vulnerability analyses

Codeveloping these analyses with communities 
enhances their accuracy and value
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CHALLENGES 

1. Data exchange and integration

2. Interdisciplinary training programs and team building

3. Mechanisms to incentivize transdisciplinary collaboration

4. Real and perceived difficulties in funding GeoHealth research
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Center health in discussions of climate change adaptation 
and mitigation

https://doi.org/10.1513/AnnalsATS.202110-1193OC
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Build new science teams across traditional funding structures

Figure from NSF’s 2021 report “Environmental and Human Health: 

Research Priorities,” adopted from Myers, S.S. (2017) The Lancet
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